This paper describes a evolutionary optimization algorithm that is a hybrid based on particle swarm but with the addition of a standard selection mechanism from evolutionary computations. A comparison is performed between hybrid swarm and particle swarm that shows selection to provide an advantage for some but not all complex functions.
Introduction
Often, when performing optimization on complex non-linear functions, optima can be located more quickly using population-based algorithms than algorithms that consider only a single coordinate of the search space at a time. Population-based search methods can be defined as follows:
where P is a set of positions in the search space, called thepopuZution,fis a fitness function that returns a vector of values signifying the optimality of each population member, and m is a population modification function that returns a new population. Information either deduced explicitly from the parents or incorporated implicitly via the search dynamics can often better suggest future directions.
Particle swarm ( [6] ; [3] ) is a population-based search method with the form of Equation 1 where the manipulation function is based on models of insect swarm behavior. Each individual contains a current location in the search space, a current velocity, and the best search space position found by this individual at this point in the search. Specifically, an individual in a particle swarm optimization is manipulated using the following equations:
x.' = x . + v . where xi is the ith member of the population, yi is the position in the search space previously visited by this individual that had the lowest fitness value (also called the persovlal best for €he individual), vi is the current velocity of the individual, is the best search space position found by any population member, a is a learning rate, referred to as the accelemtion of the swarm, and U(0,l) is a uniform random variable over the interval (O..l). The method outlined in Equations 2-5 manipulates individuals in the population by accelerating them towards both the position of the individual's personal best and the position of the global best point found so far, with the relative amount of acceleration towards each determined stochastically.
Evolutionary computations ([4] ; [2] ) are a distinct form of population-based search with the following format:
where p is a mutation function that randomly varies a subset of the individuals in the population, and s is a selection function that removes poorly performing individuals and replaces them with copies of other population members, called parents. The selection method serves to redirect the search towards those positions in the search space that have shown a relative advantage over others recently visited-Selection in effect serves as a focusing mechanism for the population, distributing its limited resources towards the apparently most profitable known areas.
While there is a form of selection implicit in particle swarm, it is extremely weak. The personal best elements associated with each individual can be considered as additional population members that are manipulated according to Equation 4 . This is similar to the collection of parents in an evolutionary computation with the exception that the lineage of parents in a particle swarm population is restricted by its position in the population while there is no such restriction for evolutionary computations.
0-7803-4869-9/98 $10.00O1998 IEEE This paper describes a variant of particle swarm, termed hybrid s w a n , that incorporates an explicit selection mechanism similar to that used in more traditional evolutionary computations. Both particle swarm and hybrid swarm are compared on four numeric optimization tasks typically used in evohtionary optimization research. The results show that the addition of selection supplies some advantage to particle swarm on certain functions.
Method
Hybrid swarm is identical to particle swarm in every respect except it incorporates a tournament selection method used in evolutionary programming ([41) . This form of tournament selection is performed as follows. The fitness of each individual, based on its current position, is compared to the fitness of k other individuals and scores a point for each with worse fitness. The population is then sorted using this score with the individuals having the highest scores appearing at the head of the population. The fitness of the personal best positions for the individuals are not considered during the scoring or sorting of the individuals. Once the population is sorted, the current positions and velocities of the best half of the population are used to replace the positions and velocities of the worst half of the population leaving the personal best associated with each of the individuals unmodified.
This selection method is applied before the manipulation of the population giving hybrid swarm a form consistent with the model of an evolutionary computation described in Equation 6.
With the addition of the selection method just described, the dynamics of hybrid swarm will be a composition of the dynamics of particle swarm and an evoiutionary computation. Each generation, half of the individuals will be moved to positions of the search space that are relatively more optimal than their previous positions. The moved individuals will still contain their personal best points which will affect their next position. While the difference between hybrid swarm and particle swarm is fairly minor, the addition of this selection method should provide hybrid swarm with a more exploitative search mechanism that should find better optima more consistently than particle swarm.
In the experiments investigated here, three different parameters were varied to compare the performance of the two methods. Four non-linear functions comprised the base optimization environments investigated in this study. In addition, the number of dimensions for each of these functions was varied to be 10, 20, and 30 dimensions in separate experiments. And finally, two different initialization methods were investigated.
. 1 Test Functions
Four numeric optimization tasks were used to compare the relative performance of hybrid swarm to particle swarm. These are standard test functions from prior evolutionary optimization studies. The first two functions are unimodal while the second two are multimodal containing a significant number of local optima. All are designed to have minima at or near the origin.
The first test function is the familiar sphere model given by the equation:
where x is a real-valued vector of dimension n and xi is the ith element fiom that vector. This function is popular for comparisons between evolutionary optimization methods because it has known properties including the optimal step size. It is included here since it is a good differentiator between functions that are poor local optimizers and good local optimizers. The third test function is the generalized Rastrigrin function given by the equation:
The generalized Griewank function, the fourth function investigated, is given by:
Various subsets of these functions have been used in a number of different studies involving evolutionary optimization (@I; [71; [l] ; and many others.)
Initialization Methods
Gehlhaar and Fogel [SI have shown that the typical initialization used to compare evolutionary computations can give false impressions of relative perfor-mance. In many comparative experiments, the initial population is uniformly distributed about the entire search space which is usually defined to be symmetric about the origin. In addition, many of the test functions are crafted in such a way as to have optima at or near the origin, including the test functions for this study. This method of initialization has two potential biases when considered alone. First, if an operator is an averaging operator involving multiple parents, such as intermediate crossover often used in evolution strategies, recombining parents from opposite sides of the origin will natural€y place the offspring close to the center of the initialization region. Second, given that the location of the optima is generally not known, there is no guarantee that any prescribed initialization method will include the optima. Consequently, [5] suggests initializing in regions that expressly do not include the optima during testing to verify results obtained for symmetric initialization schemes. [5] two initialization methods are used to compare the performaace of particle swarm and hybrid swarm. The first experiment uses the typical symmetric about the origin initialization method for the ranges shown in Table 1 . The sec- Other parameters for the experiments were as fdlows. A total of 30 trials for each of the 48 separate experiments were attempted giving 1480 trials in all.
Following Gehlhaar and Fogel
(7.5,15)n (300,600)n All trials were allowed to run for 300 generations except those using f4, the Griewank function, which were run for 500 generations. The size of each population was 125 with 62 parents selected for the hybrid technique (the best individual of each generation was allowed to create two copies during selection in order to fill the final position.) The number of comparisons used to determine tournament scores was set at seven. Following [3] the acceleration constant was set to 2.0 for all runs and the velocity along each dimension was restricted to the range (-2,2). Figure 1 shows the results of the first experiment using symmetric initialization with all other parameters being varied. For functions fo-J2 hybrid swarm at first lags behind particle swarm but then invariably surpasses the performance of particle swarm after no more than 25 generations. For these functions, both methods move very quickly in the initial generations and then flatten out for the remainder of the run. This occurs at all three distinct vector widths tested. Such performance suggests an ability to quickly find reghas of reasonable solutions but probably a poor ability to perform local optimization once in a good area of the search space.
Results
The performance on test functionf3 is significantly different than the other three functions for this experiment. Here, within the 500 generations allowed for the runs, the hybrid swarm method never equals the performance of particle swarm. This is consistent over all vector widths. Another interesting feature of these experiments is that for both particle swarm and hybrid swarm the average of those trials using 10 dimensional vectors was consistently worse than those runs using 20 dimensional vectors. A second se1 of experiments was run extending the number of generations to 750 generation for 20 dimensions and 1000 generations for 30 dimensions for this function but the relative performance of the two methods were not appreciably different than what is observed here at 500 generations. Table 3 shows the mean fitness value of the best point found by the end of the trial for the 30 trials along with the standard deviation for each set of trials in the experiment. In order to determine if any of the differences in the mean best of run scores were significant, a t-test was performed over the various pairings.
The results showed the mean best point found by hybrid swarm to be statistically significantly better at all vector widths for all functions except f3. For function f3, no statistically significant difference was found for a vector width of 10 while a statistically significant differences in favor of particle swann were €owd for widths of 20 and 30. Figure 5 shows the results of the first experiment using asymmetric initialization and all other parameters being varied. These results are remarkably similar 
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to the results of the first experiment. For functionsfo$2 hybrid swarm again at first lags behind particle swarm but due to the asymmetric initialization takes longer to surpasses its performance. This occurs at all three vectar widths tested for these functions.
The performance on test function f3 is again significantly different than the other three test functions.
Here, within the 500 generations allowed for the runs, the hybrid swarm method again never equals the performance of particle swarm. This is again consistent over all vector widths for this function. As in the first experiment, the average of those trials using IO dimensional vectors was again consistently worse than those runs using 20 dimensional vector. Table 4 shows the mean fitness value of the best point found by the final generation for the 30 trials along with the standard deviation for each set of trials. A t-test performed over the various pairings showed the mean best point found by hybrid swarm to be statistically significantly better for all functions at all widths for all functions except f3. For functionf3, no statistically significant difference was found for a vector width of 10 while a statistically significant differ- ence in favor of particle swarm was found for widths of 20 and 30. 
Conclusions
As the results above demonstrate, the addition of a selection method from evolutionary computations improves the performance of particle swarm significantly on three of the four functions tested in this study. This suggests that additional scrutiny of particle swarm's operation may reveal other possible hybrid algorithms that perform even better than either method tested here.
The performance of both hybrid swarm and particle swarm were only slightly affected by the asymmetric initialization with hybrid swarm merely taking a cases. Particle swarm's performance varied extremely little under the two initialization methods. In fact, the consistency of both algorithm's performance is fairly remarkable.
The results also suggest that the hybrid methods that draw on the advantages of several distinct techniques are not a panacea. Hybrid swarm's extremely poor performance on the Griewank function at all dimensions was unexpected but consistent. This idenlittle longer to catch and pass particle swarm in most tifies an interesting set of problems were the addition of selection improves for some but not all. This insight might be leveraged into a theory of what benefits selection provides to population-based algorithms in general and evolutionary computations specifically. The fact that both particle swarm and hybrid swarm performed nearly identically using both initialization methods is a testament to the style of manipulation employed in these algorithms. Appropriate directions of progress are quickly identified and lead to good portions of the search space quickly. There is some concern that the inflexibility of the acceleration parameter for this class of algorithms hinders their ability to optimize beyond a particular granularity of the search space. Future research should investigate hybrids that incorporate the self-adaptive techniques of evolutionary computations to dynamically adjust acceleration during optimization.
